Transfer matrix theory of leaky guided waves Didier Sornette (1, 2) , Louis Macon (1) and Jean Coste (1) (1) Laboratoire Abstract. 2014 We present a general transfer matrix approach for the propagation of guided waves in presence of inhomogeneities or « scatterers ». We particularly address the problem of the coupling with radiation modes leading to a leakage of the guided wave to the surrounding bulk medium at each scattering. Examples are surface acoustic waves, electromagnetic or acoustic excitations or evanescent electromagnetic waves near a boundary, guided waves in optical fibers... From symmetry and conservation laws, we obtain, in the case of symmetric scatterers, the general form of the transfer matrix in terms of four independent real parameters. For 1D-periodic lattices of identical scatterers, we show that leakage vanishes at the band edge : this coherent effect stems from the complete destructive interference between the converted radiations at each scatterer. This result demonstrates that coherent leakage is deeply different from a usual « dissipation » effect. Finally, we discuss the competition between Anderson localization and coherent leakage in the presence of disorder. Near the band edges and in the presence of disorder, the « attenuation length » due to the leakage is much larger than the localization length. We suggest an experimental situation where these effects could be observed. [1] and is still the subject of interesting developments especially when one considers this problem in novel contexts [2] which can raise new experimental and theoretical questions.
In [12] and experimentally [13] Equations (2) and (4) with the form (1) yield a non-homogeneous system of two complex and two real relations between a, b, d, pl and p2. Then, one could expect the system to depend only on two real parameters. In fact, it is both surprising and interesting to realize that P, and p2 can be expressed (putting (3) and (4) in (2)) in terms of a and b as follows :
This shows that the initial equations, (2) and (4), are not independent, which was already the case in the absence of leakage leading to symplectic matrices. Equations (5) and (6) permit one to determine the radiative coefficients pl and p2 from the coefficients of the transfer matrix (say a and b). Therefore with n being an integer, then C reads This shows that for a. particular value of the frequency such that i) inequality (9) holds as an equality, ii) equation (11) is verified and iii) I Yi I -(-l)n e-it/&#x3E; I Yïl ] = 0, then the total energy radiated in the bulk vanishes. The simultaneous validity of conditions i)-iii) may seem drastic but we will see in section 3 that it occurs at the band edge of a periodic lattice of scatterers leading to expression (10) .
In the following, we restrict our discussion to the class of problems for which equation (10) Let us now analyse more carefully the competition between leakage and reflection in the stop (forbidden) bands. Let us consider the first stop band which extends from 0 = 0 to cp = -2 03BC. In the vicinity of the band edge n 2 7T + with 0 small, we obtain
The leakage loss (plg2) (2 g 10 I )1/2 exhibits a square root singularity as 0 --+ 0. This result allows us to understand a result obtained previously in [5] for SAW propagating over periodic arrays of grooves, within the numerical solution of a complex approach which integrates a field theory with the theory of two-mode coupling. Note that our general formalism takes into account the complex structure of the evanescent modes which may exist in the vicinity of each scatterer. A difficulty remains in the identification of the band edge with the explicit physical values of the problem under consideration. Indeed, at ka A = 2 Tr (Bragg reflection condition), one can expect to be exactly at the band edge with a zero loss. In fact, this is not quite true since the presence of evanescent modes [15, 3] [13] , M = 10-2, P = 10-3, K = 1, one finds the total loss due to leakage of the order of 1 The scaling (17) can be traced [17] to the fact that at the band edge, the problem becomes invariant under a dilatation of the lattice spacing. In our case, noting a = (1 + b ) eiTJ = ei (TJ + JL), the problem is invariant under a dilatation on tk -+ 03BC /p if the variance of the noise is changed according to u -+ U / p 3/2. This implies p = 03C3 2/3 and since the Lyapunov exponent y scales as A and therefore as p, one recovers equation (17) . Now, radiative losses are governed by the real part 6 of b. For 6 of order 03BC 2, , we obtain a typical loss scaling as o -4/3
Another approach relies on the computation of the total energy leakage analogous to equation (15) for a localized mode centered at n = 0 :
with E defined in equation (15) .
We find that the total leakage loss is La-= 7T 'Y 2/ (1 -cos £ )2 = u 4/3. This can also be reobtained by assuming that an energy leakage of order 0'2occurs on each scatterer as suggested from the quadratic expression (12) for L. The total loss over a 03C3typical distance ç loe = y 1 is therefore (T 2 ç loe = 413. This shows that the effect of the disorder on the leakage scales as cr 4/3 whereas it scales with y = u 2/3 for Anderson localization. The vicinity of the band edges therefore offers a promising domain for observing clearly localization in experimental situations where leakage loss occurs. This result offers a non-trivial signature of the competition between two coherent effects : i) Anderson localization and ii) guided to bulk mode conversion which has been studied in this article.
Experiments on SAW are presently being developed to test these predictions [9] .
